
KTR U.K. has joined AMPS, the trade body which looks after 
the interests of manufacturers and suppliers of gas or diesel-
powered generator systems - www.amps.org.uk

KTR has been manufacturing power transmission products 
for a wide range of energy sector applications, including 
generator sets, pumps, and compressors, for more than 50 
years. KTR manufactures a rage of flexible flange couplings 
for diesel flywheel applications, up to 90,000 TKN, covering 
SAI flywheels 6.5” to 24”, offering single or multi-mass 
torsional vibration analysis with every selection. 

KTR also manufacture high-speed shaft-to-shaft couplings 
for pump and compressor applications, OAC oil/air blast 
coolers, and bespoke combination coolers capable of 
cooling oil, air, water or fuel simultaneously within one unit. 

Its Marketing Manager, Rod Sarich, said: “We’re delighted 
to be joining AMPS, which will give us the opportunity to 
showcase KTR’s capabilities to industry professionals, but 
also build relationships and share ideas and best practice 
with our peers. 

“We’ve been manufacturing couplings and supplying them 
into the global markets for more than 50 years and being in 
AMPS also gives us the opportunity to share some of that 
experience and expertise with our fellow members.” 

AMPS – the Association of Manufacturers and Suppliers 
of Power Systems and Ancillary Equipment– is the trade 
association and industry voice for the UK’s world-leading 
diesel and gas-engine power generating sector.

Its members range from global FTSE 100-listed companies 
to sole-trader manufacturers. AMPS was formed above a 
pub in 1986 and has been providing technical guidance, 
lobbying support, networking opportunities and best-
practice assistance for our members and the industry ever 
since. 

AMPS Director-General Paul Blything said: “We’re 
delighted to welcome KTR Couplings as one of our newest 
members of AMPS and look forward to a mutually-beneficial 
relationship. 

“Its experience and global connections will be a huge asset 
to the association and I imagine that other AMPS members 
will be looking forward to networking with KTR U.K.”
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